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Comparing Forgetting A lgorithms for A rtificial
E pisodic M emory Systems
A ndrew Nuxoll 1, Dan Tecuci 2, W an C hing Ho3 and Ningxuan W ang1
A bstract. Episodic memory is essential for human cognition and
has also proven necessary for some intelligent agents. The size
of an episodic store grows over time unless some forgetting
mechanism is in place to keep it in check. In this research, we
investigate the effect that different forgetting mechanisms have
on the episodic memory performance. We compare three
different forgetting algorithms using three distinct episodic
memory architectures in a domain that is designed to highlight
the differences between then. Our results show that the choice
of forgetting algorithm has a significant impact on overall agent
performance.12

Our results also show that agent performance does not decline
linearly as the size of the episodic store decreases. Instead, there
is a sudden decrease in performance when the size drops below a
particular threshold.
Because we have performed our experiment on three different
systems, we expect the results of the research to be indicative of
the overall effectiveness of the forgetting algorithms.
Furthermore, the test bed we have designed is well suited for
future research into forgetting for episodic memory.

1 IN TRO DUC TI O N

Our goal in building artificial episodic memory modules is
not to mimic the human episodic memory, but rather to endow
artificial agents with such episodic storage and recall strategies
and to explore the additional capabilities they allow. Research in
human episodic memory plays a guiding role in our endeavors.
An artificial episodic memory functions by storing events (or
episodes) from the agent’s past. Retrieval is performed based on
a cue; the system presents the agent with episodes that are most
similar to a given cue. These recalled episodes can help the agent
make better decisions faster. For example, an agent might be
able solve problems faster by adapting previous solutions.
Additional tasks, such as avoiding unwanted behavior by
detecting potential problems, monitoring long-term goals by
remembering what subgoals have been achieved, and reflection
on past actions, become feasible.
The size of the episodic store grows over time as the agent
acquires more and more experiences. A large episodic memory
raises a number of problems: it increases the search space of the
retrieval algorithm thus negatively impacting retrieval time. An
agent that indiscriminately stores all its past experiences might
also run into external constraints related to the physical memory
available to it.
While opportunities for using data compression to reduce the
size of the episodic store exist, ultimately it will continue to
grow. The only technique for keeping episodic store below a
fixed size is for the agent to regularly forget portions of this
knowledge. As a result, we anticipate that forgetting must be an
essential part of maintaining a long-term episodic store for an
intelligent agent.
A successful forgetting algorithm must fulfil two goals. First,
the algorithm must remove knowledge that is least likely to be
useful in the future. Logically, an agent that always forgets
knowledge that will never be needed again performs equally
well to an agent that does not forget anything. Second, the
algorithm must be efficient. An algorithm that takes too long to
select content to remove will affect the performance of the entire
agent.

2 E PISO D I C M E M O R Y

Any intelligent agent must have a memory that it uses to store
knowledge that it applies to a domain. At the most fundamental
level this contains basic procedural knowledge of how to
perform its function. Most agents also possess semantic
knowledge, or knowledge of facts about the agent’s domain.
Recently, there has been a growing interest in episodic
knowledge or memory of specific past events [4, 5, 8, 13, 16,
and 17]. Episodic memory is a history, or chronological record
of specific events, called episodes. The ability to remember past
events enables a system to improve its performance as well as its
competence.
In this research, we examine and compare three simple
forgetting algorithms for episodic memory:
 Forgetting a randomly selected memory in the episodic
store.
 Forgetting the oldest memory in the episodic store.
 Forgetting the memory with a lowest activation value that is
calculated based upon the frequency and recency of use.
We conducted our research using three distinct, general-purpose
artificial episodic memory systems that have already been
applied to a variety of different problems [8, 13, and 17]. Each
of the nine unique combinations of system and algorithm has
been applied to a domain that we have specifically designed to
highlight the effectiveness of the agent.
Our results show that while the random and oldest forgetting
algorithms yield similar behaviour, an activation-based
forgetting algorithm can be more effective at selecting memories
with lower utility and, thus, improving the agent’s performance.
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Forgetting is particularly important for general-purpose
episodic memory systems. These systems do not have domainspecific knowledge that they can use to identify what is
important about a given episode. Without this knowledge, the
entire content of the episode is potentially important and must be
stored by default. As a result, the episodic store grows very
quickly.

multiple forgetting mechanisms for their relative merit outside of
the context of a specific architecture.

4 E PISO D I C M E M O R Y SYST E MS
In order to mitigate the architecture-dependent effects in our
data, this research was conducted simultaneously on three
different episodic memory systems. These systems are described
below in brief.

3 RELATED WORK
The distinction between procedural, semantic and episodic
memory is well established in human psychology. Endel
Tulving first described the distinction between episodic and
semantic memory [19]. Further research in cognitive
neuroscience has attempted to define the distinction between the
two memory types [3]. One thing is clear; the behaviour of
human amnesiacs demonstrates that a lack of episodic memory
is a severe handicap to cognition.
It is readily apparent that most humans routinely forget details
of their experiences [6]. Whether this is a result of actual loss of
information or inability to retrieve it is uncertain. Empirical
studies show that human memory performance declines with
time or intervening events. This decay is well described by a
power function - called the ’power-law of forgetting’ [2, 20, 21,
and 22]. The decay of memory performance can be attributed to
two factors: decay of unused information or interference of new
and old information. Tulving [19] argues that newer memories
prevent the recall of older ones. Evidence suggests that human
memory actively constructs and stores only abstract and general
representations (also called schemata) of these experiences [1],
which may the source of human forgetting.
Previous research demonstrates that in the past, forgetting
mechanisms were required in order to create effective intelligent
agents. To date, we are aware of no prior work comparing
forgetting algorithms.
The instance-base learning technique used in machine
learning is a simple form of episodic memory system. In one
implementation, Ram and Santamaría [15] forced the system to
maintain a finite memory size, by forgetting the most redundant
memory in their store.
McCallum [14] used a short-term episodic memory to
distinguish between states in a partially observable environment.
This agent would learn a proper maximum size for memory store
and, thus, might decide to increase the memory store's size as
needed to retain critical memories.
When McCallum's
implementation did forget, it would discard its oldest memory.
Kennedy and DeJong [10] used a utility-based metric for
deciding which memory to discard. Their research also showed
that forgetting can actually improve the performance of an agent
since retrieval will be faster when searching a smaller episodic
store.
Brom et al. [4] have conducted research to create human-like
agents for virtual worlds. Because of their desire for realism,
their system is based human cognition. Its episodic memory
contains the most complex forgetting mechanism that we are
aware of. This mechanism selects memories to remove based
upon their agent and a measure of their “emotional saliency,” an
approach that is similar to the activation-based forgetting we use
in this research.
While forgetting has already been established as a necessary
part of some memory systems, our research aims to compare

4.1 Generic M emory for E vents
Overview: Tecuci [17] investigates building a “generic
memory module for events” – an episodic memory that
functions separately from the system that is using it. In other
words, it encapsulates the episodic functionality as a way to
reduce the complexity of the overall system. It focuses on the
generic aspects of memory organization and retrieval in isolation
of a specific environment and task. This system defines a
representation of generic episodes. It uses a multi-layer indexing
scheme and has a generic API to external systems.
Application: This memory module has been successfully
applied to tasks such as planning, plan recognition and question
answering.
Forgetting: The system leaves the decision of when to forget
an episode up to the external system.

4.2 Computational A utobiographic Memory
Overview: Ho et al [8] have aims at modelling
computationally the psychological concept of autobiographic
memory (which is a specific kind of episodic memory). The
design of the memory system focuses on identifying the
significance of events through measuring the impact they have
on agent’s synthetic states (e.g. emotions). Therefore, agents
with autobiographic memory can remember and recall
significant events that originate in their own experiences in order
to adapt to the environment and smooth the interaction with a
human user in software applications.
Application: Computational autobiographic memory has been
integrated into various agent architectures for different research
domains, including Artificial Life and synthetic narrative agents
[10].
Forgetting: To date, these agents remember every single
episode in their memory and no forgetting algorithm has been
introduced to the architecture to improve the efficiency of
memory storage and retrieval.

4.2 Soar E pisodic M emory
Overview: The episodic system created by Nuxoll and Laird
[13] is integrated into the Soar cognitive architecture [11]. This
system creates episodes by recording a series of snapshots of the
current state of the architectures working memory.
A new
episode is recorded whenever an agent takes an action in its
environment. Episodes are retrieved when the agent defines a
memory cue in its working memory.
Application: Previous research with Soar's episodic memory
system has focused on demonstrating a variety of cognitive
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capabilities that are granted to an agent by virtue of possessing
an episodic memory.
These demonstrations consist of
performing a specific task that cannot be performed without a
given capability.
Forgetting: Up until now, this system has lacked any sort of
forgetting mechanism.
These three systems are different implementations of the concept
of episodic memory as they were created with strikingly
different research goals in mind. However, they all have an
important feature in common: they were designed as generalpurpose, domain-independent systems. As a result, they are well
suited for comparing the effects of various forgetting
mechanisms in a mutual domain.

F igure 1. The Warehouse Domain

5 T H E W A R E H O USE D O M A I N

Each truck has a fixed capacity and therefore is able to hold
more of some types of goods than of others. The agent's task is
to decide what goods to put on each truck. A given truck could
contain multiple different types of goods.
Whenever a truck is shipped to a city, the agent receives some
amount of profit for the delivery. The amount of profit that the
agent receives will vary based upon a subset of these factors:
 The base value of the goods. For example, gold is more
valuable than manure.
 The amount of time that the goods sat in the warehouse
before being shipped. In effect, each good has a perish rate
that causes its value to change over time. For example,
fresh fruit will rapidly lose value but non-perishable items
will remain stable in value.
 The combination of goods that are shipped in each truck.
Each unique, ordered pair of goods can have a
good-to-good relationship that affects the value of one of
the goods. For example, a shipment of fine china is worth a
lot less if it is shipped in the same truck as livestock
 The relative worth of the goods in the destination city.
Each unique combination of good and city can have a cityto-good relationship that describes how that city affects the
value of the good. For example, snowshoes are of little
value in Rio De Janeiro but would be invaluable in
Reykjavik.
The simulation reaches the end of a day when one truck has been
shipped to each city. At this point, new randomly selected goods
are added to the warehouse's inventory for the next day. In this
way, the warehouse never runs out of goods but the combination
of goods is relatively unique.
This domain meets all of the requirements specified at the
beginning of this section. It provides the agent with a constant
stream of unique states for which an optimal action is difficult to
select but a better-than-random action is easy to select.
Furthermore, the interface, which described in detail in the next
section, is simple yet highly configurable.
While we have attached a meaningful veneer to this domain,
it is essentially a combination of the knapsack problem with a
scheduling problem [7]. These are both NP-Hard problems that
regularly appear in real world software applications.

The domain used for this research was carefully selected to meet
the following criteria:
 An environment with a virtually unlimited number of
unique possible states. If the number of possible states is
limited, then it would be possible for an agent with a large
enough episodic memory store to have an exact match for
every state. As a result, the agent's performance would be
capped in the long term.
 A domain that allows for virtually unlimited degrees of
success as opposed to just success/fail. This allows us to
compare degrees of success between agents that used
different forgetting algorithms.
 A task for which an optimal solution is very difficult to find
but that a better-than-random solution is easy to find. This
is intended to verify that all our agents can learn to improve
their behaviour in the domain but still be better or worse
than other agents.
 An environment that is highly configurable so that it can be
fine-tuned it to make differences between agents maximally
apparent.
 Because we are connecting this domain to multiple different
episodic memory systems, we need an environment with a
simple interface that will not need to be changed if we
adjust its configuration. Specifically, we want a domain
with small number of commands and a simple, extensible
input format.
 A domain that can run for an unlimited amount of time. In
effect, it must have no goal state and yet always present a
challenge to the agent.
 Finally, we want a domain with an obvious connection to a
real-world problem and not a “toy” task.
The domain we designed in order to meet these criteria is called
the Warehouse domain and is depicted graphically in Figure 1.
In this domain, the agent is the manager of a warehouse full of
various goods that can be shipped to different cities. Every day
one truck is sent to each of these cities one at a time. At any
point there is only one truck at the warehouse to be loaded.
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6 W A R E H O USE C O N F I G U R A T I O NS

Portland
A ustin
Shanghai

This section describes in detail how we interfaced the warehouse
domain with our episodic memory systems and how we
configured the warehouse domain for our experiments.

A pple
O range
Banana
1.0
4.0
3.0
6.0
6.0
1.0
2.0
1.0
4.0
Table 1. CitytoGood Relationships

The good-to-good relationships were defined as shown in
Table 2. Each entry indicates the effect that the good in the row
has upon the good in the column. As with city-to-good
relationships, the value of the good was multiplied by the given
ratio.

6.1 Input
The following information is provided the agent at each time
step:
 A complete list of all the goods that are in the warehouse.
The following properties of each good are visible to the
agent: name, quantity, age, size and a unique identifier.
 The truck's overall capacity, how much space is currently
available on the truck and the truck's destination city.
 A complete list of all the goods that are in the truck. For
each good in the truck, the same info is provided that is
provided for the goods that are still in the warehouse.
 If the last action the agent took was to ship the truck then
the agent is provided with a reward signal indicating the
overall profit from that shipment.
It is important to note that no information is provided to the
agent about the value of these goods and how they change based
on various circumstances. Furthermore, the agent does not know
the significance of the properties of the truck and the goods aside
from the fact that it cannot load a good onto a truck for which
there is insufficient space. In other words, no heuristic
knowledge is being provided to the agent about the domain.

A pple
O range
Banana

A pple
O range
Banana
1.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
Table 2. GoodtoGood Relationships

We measured the performance of each agent by computing the
difference between each reward received and the optimal reward
for an agent that maximizes its immediate profit.

7 A N E PISO D I C M E M O R Y A G E N T F O R T H E
W A R E H O USE D O M A I N
To compare our forgetting mechanisms we built an agent using
each episodic memory system. All agents used the following
algorithm:
1. The agent creates a set of all possible actions it can take in
the current state. For example, the agent in Figure 1 could
load one apple, load one orange or either age=0 or age=1,
load one banana or ship the truck as it is currently loaded.
2. Since the agent does not have sufficient semantic
knowledge to immediately decide which action to take, it
evaluates each possible action using its episodic memory.
It does this as follows:
a. The agent creates a memory cue based upon its current
state and the to-be-evaluated action that it is taking in
that state. The specific content of the cue varies from
system to system but the intent is the same: The agent is
cueing for an episode wherein it took the candidate
action in an identical state.
b. An exact match to the cue usually does not exist, so a
closest partial match is retrieved by the episodic memory
system. It is notable that the three systems we used for
this research each have different algorithms for
determining which episode is the closest match.
c. The agent examines the outcome of retrieved memory.
In particular, it looks for the reward it received following
that action. This reward is used as the evaluation score of
the action it is considering in the present.
3. Once all the possible actions have been examined, the agent
takes the action that has been assigned the highest
evaluation score.
4. In the episodic memory systems created by Tecuci [17] and
Ho, et al. [8] episodes span the entire loading of the truck.
As a result, the best matching memory selected in step 3 is
used to make all subsequent decisions by the agent until the
truck has been shipped. In the episodic memory system
created by Nuxoll and Laird [13] the episodes are recorded

6.2 O utput
The agent can perform one of the following actions at each
cycle:
 Load one good onto the truck. Illegal load commands (i.e.,
unknown good or insufficient space on the truck) are
ignored.
 Ship the truck. This sends the truck to its destination city.
At this point the agent receives a reward signal and a new,
empty truck arrives that has the next destination city.

6.3 Relationships
For our experiment we began with a particular configuration of
the warehouse domain that allowed an episodic memory system
to consistently provide a significant improvement over random
behaviour but could not come close to optimal behaviour. As a
result, there was plenty of room for the agent's performance to
improve or degrade as we varied the configuration of our
systems.
Specifically, we began with three goods (apple, orange, and
banana) and three cities (Austin, Portland, and Shanghai). The
names of these goods and cities are irrelevant to the task but
helpful for differentiating the results we present later in this
paper.
The city-to-good relationships were defined as shown in
Table 1. In this table, a given entry indicates the effect that the
city in the column has upon the good in the row. Specifically,
the value of the good was multiplied by the given ratio.
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each time the agent take any action (e.g., load or ship), as a
result, steps 1-3 are repeated for each agent action. The
impact of this difference is apparent in our experimental
results.

relative to optimal behaviour, smaller values are better. A trend
line has been added to the graph to show that the agent’s
performance is improving slightly.

8 E X P E R I M E N TS
We collected our data by performing a series of runs that
persisted for 1000 virtual days in the warehouse environment.
The agent began each run with an empty episodic memory and
gathered episodic knowledge as the run progressed.
We varied three variables for each run:
 E pisodic memory system – This was one of the three
systems described in section 4.
 M emory limit – This was the maximum size of the
episodic store. The episodic memory limits were selected
such that they were spread evenly across a range from less
than 1% of amount of data that could be recorded up to
two-thirds of the maximum amount of data that could be
recorded. The Tecuci [17] and Ho, et al. [8] systems
recorded exactly 3000 episodes over the course of 1000
days, or one per shipment. For these systems, episodic
memory limits were set at 10, 100, 200, 600, 1000, and
2000. The Soar episodic memory system records episodes
more frequently, so its limits were prorated accordingly. In
both cases, the limits were sufficient for the agent to
completely remember the events over approximately 3, 33,
67, 200, 333 and 667 days respectively.
 forgetting mechanism – This was one of three forgetting
algorithms that was used to decide what episode to remove
from the episodic store when necessary:
o Random - a random memory was selected to remove.
o Oldest - the oldest memory in the store was removed.
o Activation - each memory had an activation value that
reflected the frequency and recency with which it had
been retrieved by the agent. When it is time to remove an
episode, the one with the smallest activation value was
removed.
Note: The activation is calculated using the same
algorithm as working memory activation in the Soar and
ACT-R cognitive architectures [12]. When an episode is
created and each time it is retrieved, its activation level is
increased by a fixed amount. Over time, however, the
activation level decreases exponentially. Specifically, the
overall activation level is calculated using this formula:

F igure 3. A typical result from one configuration
In this example, the improvement is very modest due to a small
episodic memory size. This episodic learning was evident in all
the data we collected and became more pronounced as the
maximum size of the episodic store was increased.
Throughout this experiment, we gathered a total of 189
results like the one depicted in Figure 3 (or 1890 data runs). To
keep the results presented here concise, we have chosen to focus
on the results for just one city in our simulation (Austin). The
results from the other cities are very comparable.
Figure 4 depicts a compilation of all the results for the
computational autobiographical memory created by Ho, et.al.
[8]. The horizontal (category) axis depicts the memory limits
that were set. The height of each column indicates the average
performance of the agent over the course of 10 distinct runs. As
before, lower performance numbers are better. The three colors
correspond to the three different forgetting mechanisms that
were used.

n

d
A ln
t
 j 

j1 

t is a vector of the times when the episode was created or
retrieved measured as the number of cycles that have
elapsed since that time. d is a constant that determines
the decay rate of the activation level. For our research,
this value was fixed at 0.8 which is the default value
when this formula is used for memory decay [12].
For each particular configuration of the three variables, we
performed a total of ten runs and averaged them. A typical
result is shown in Figure 3 below. The x-axis of the figure
measures the elapsed time as measured in virtual days. The yaxis of the figure is the difference from the optimal reward that
was achieved by the agent. Since the performance is measured

F igure 4. Average agent performance in the city of Austin for
each selected memory limit using the computational
autobiographical memory system created by Ho, et.al [8].
As the graph depicts, overall performance improves as the
memory limit increases. For the random and oldest episode,
performance declines sharply at the smallest memory limit.
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However, activation-based forgetting maintains much better
performance.
Figure 5 depicts the results of the same experiment performed
on the episodic memory system created by Tecuci [17]. As
shown in the figure, these results are generally comparable to
those in Figure 4. The only difference is for a memory size of
10, when activation forgetting performs worse than the other
two. Further investigation revealed that this is not due to the
forgetting algorithm but the way the Generic Memory for Events
performs retrieval. It uses a technique called surface similarity
in which the most similar N episodes are retrieved and the best
one is used to generate a new load decision. We used N=10,
which means all episodes in memory are retrieved at every step.
For activation forgetting that means they are all activated. This
prevents any new episode (other than the original 10) from being
stored in memory. When this N is much smaller than the
maximum memory size, learning takes place and activation
forgetting performs at least as well as random and oldest
forgetting.

F igure 6. Average agent performance in the city of Austin for
each selected memory limit using the Soar episodic memory
system created by Nuxoll and Laird [13].

G eneric M emory for E vents

A verage Difference from O ptimal
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10000

Current research suggests that forgetting will remain an
important component of any episodic memory system that
expects to operate over an extended period of time. Without it,
the memory store will continue to grow until it exceeds the
available storage space.
This paper presents the results of an experiment to study the
effects of three forgetting algorithms on agent performance. To
make our results as general as possible, the experiment was
performed simultaneously on three different, general episodic
memory systems. The experiment was also performed using a
domain designed to highlight differences between agents.
Some important observations can be gleaned from our results.
First, the effects of the memory limits are apparent in all three
systems despite significant differences between them. This
reinforces the notion that forgetting is an important component
of any episodic memory system.
Second, when a forgetting mechanism is put in place the
performance of the agent does not decline linearly with the size
of the memory store. Instead, performance drops exponentially
once the memory limit's size exceeds some threshold. This
suggests that the memory limit setting for an episodic memory
system is of particular importance. Since the performance of our
agents was directly dependent upon the quality of the retrieved
episodes, this also suggests that a given domain has a certain
minimum number of episodes required to inform effective
performance.
Third, the threshold at which performance makes its
precipitous drop is partially dependent upon the forgetting
algorithm. This suggests that seeking more effective forgetting
algorithms is fertile ground for future research.
One factor to consider when studying forgetting mechanisms
is the trade-off between the computational cost associated with
forgetting and the system’s task performance. Selecting the least
activated episode to forget yields improved performance, but this
comes at the cost of computing that activation. On the other
hand, random or oldest forgetting are computationally cheap, but
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F igure 5. Average agent performance in the city of Austin for
each selected memory limit using the generic memory for events
created by Tecuci [17].
The results Soar episodic memory system created by Nuxoll
and Laird [13] are depicted in Figure 6. These results are
somewhat different due to the fact that episodes are recorded
more frequently and only one decision is made per episode.
However, the general result is the same. As the maximum size of
the episodic store decreases, the activation-based forgetting
algorithm yields an agent that maintains its performance better
than the other two algorithms. Noticeably with the Soar episodic
system this effect happens early (when memory size equals
3000) in comparing with the computational autobiographic
memory (Figure 4) where it happens when memory size equals
10.
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do not offer the same task performance benefits. We plan on
investigating this trade-off in the future.
For the future, some approaches to forgetting that show
promise are:
 Removing redundant episodes – The forgetting subsystem
would locate the two episodes that are most similar and
remove one of them. Ram & Santamaría [15] used an
approach similar to this in their continuous case-based
reasoning work. The time required to locate the redundant
memories may be prohibitive, although this might be
combined with retrieval.
 Combining redundant episodes – As above, the forgetting
subsystem would identify redundant memories. However,
instead of removing them it would separate out the
redundant portion and save only one copy of that portion. In
effect, each episode would consist of a base episode and a
small set of changes. This approach bears some similarity
to the creation of schemata described by Alba and Hasher
[1].
 Memory Decay – Rather than remove entire episodes, the
forgetting subsystem would remove individual features of
the episodes. To do this effectively, an algorithm would
still be required to select features to remove. An extension
of the activation mechanism used for this research appears
to be a good candidate for this but may be intractable. In
addition, any episodic memory system with a memory
decay mechanism would require the agents that used it to be
able to process incomplete memories.
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